“I always assumed that I wasn’t really that close to [her]”:
Reasoning about invisible algorithms in the news feed
ABSTRACT

Our daily digital life is full of algorithmically selected content
such as social media feeds, recommendations and personalized search results. These algorithms have great power to
shape users’ experiences yet users are often unaware of their
presence. Whether it is useful to give users insight into these
algorithms’ existence or functionality and how such insight
might affect their experience are open questions. To address
them, we conducted a user study with 40 Facebook users to
examine their perceptions of the Facebook News Feed curation algorithm. Surprisingly, more than half of the participants (62.5%) were not aware of the News Feed algorithm at
all. Initial reactions for these previously unaware participants
were surprise and anger. We developed a system, FeedVis,
to reveal to users the difference between the algorithmically
curated and an unadulterated News Feed, and used it to study
how users perceive this difference. Participants were most upset when close friends and family were not shown—they had
often inferred social meaning from the filtering of the feed.
By the end of the study, however, participants were mostly
satisfied with the content on their feeds. Following up with
participants two to six months after the study, we found that
for most, satisfaction levels remained similar before and after becoming aware of the algorithm, however, algorithmic
awareness led users to more actively engage with Facebook
and bolstered their overall feelings of control on the site.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, algorithms curate everyday online content by prioritizing, classifying, associating, and filtering information. And in
doing so, they exert power to shape the users’ experience and
even their perception of the world [9]. News Feeds, which
provide users with frequently updated news, are one application where algorithms play an influential role. For instance,
while news of the protests in Ferguson, Missouri, USA dominated Twitter in August 2014, this was not the case on Facebook. A random sample of 100,000 U.S. Facebook users
from the 9th to 20th of August showed that users were talking about the ‘ALS ice bucket challenge’ more than twice as
much as the protests [26]. In investigating the reason for this
difference, it was found that the Facebook’s News Feed ranking algorithm prioritizes stories posted by a user’s friends to
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make them more relevant. However, a Twitter user sees all
tweets of users she follows. So some argue that Facebook
users might be isolated in a “filter bubble” [32], seeing information that Facebook thinks they want to see rather that what
they might need to see.
While such powerful algorithms are omnipresent online, they
are rarely highlighted in the interface, leaving users unaware
of their presence. Although the lack of users’ awareness
about these hidden processes can sometimes indicate a successful design, in some cases this invisibility can cause problems. A clear example is Morris’s study of social network use
by new mothers. She questioned the common complaint that
new mothers exclusively posted photos of their babies. She
found that Facebook News Feed created this misperception
because it prioritizes posts that receive likes and comments
– photos of babies often received attention from a large audience. Because users lack knowledge about the News Feed
algorithm, they may have an inaccurate picture of how their
and others’ actions influence their personal feeds [29].
The increasing prevalence of opaque and invisible algorithms
coupled with their power raises questions about how knowledgeable users are and should be about the existence and operation of these algorithms. Whether their understanding is
correct or not, users’ perceived knowledge about an algorithm
can affect their behavior. For instance, believing that posts
with commercial keywords were ranked higher by the Facebook News Feed algorithm led some teenagers to add product
names to their posts in an attempt to manipulate the algorithm
and increase their posts’ visibility [6].
However, with no way to know if their knowledge of these
invisible algorithms is correct, users cannot be sure of the
results of their actions. While this indicates that increased
knowledge may result in behavioral changes for some, it remains an open question whether it is useful to give users some
insight into algorithms’ existence or functionality, in general.
Beyond whether it is useful, we might also ask how this insight will affect their future interaction experiences. Particularly in social media, the opacity of these algorithms may
affect users knowledge and social interactions in potentially
negative ways, leading them to different understandings of
current events or convincing them to block new mothers [40].
To begin to address these questions, we explored users’
awareness and perception of the Facebook News Feed curation algorithm (hereafter “the algorithm”). This algorithm determines which stories (e.g. status updates, pictures, videos,
likes and comments) appear in a Facebook user’s News Feed
based on social network links and activity on Facebook [19,
18]. We interviewed 40 Facebook users and discovered that
more than half (62.5%) were not aware that News Feed hid
stories. They believed every single story from their friends
and followed pages appeared in their News feed. To under-

stand why so few participants knew of the algorithm’s existence, we investigated their Facebook usage patterns, finding
associations between awareness and Facebook usage.
We developed FeedVis, a Facebook application, to reveal the
algorithm to study participants. FeedVis extracted participants’ News Feed stories as well as their friends’ stories to
disclose what we call “the algorithm outputs”: the differences
in users’ News Feeds when they have been curated by the algorithm and when they have not. Using FeedVis, we showed
participants alternate views of their familiar News Feed to
understand how they reacted to the algorithm outputs. We
finally provided them with an opportunity to modify the algorithm outputs to curate their desired News Feed. We discovered that strong initial reactions often subsided once users
understood who and what was being hidden. We followed up
with participants two to six months later and found that their
usage behaviors had often changed due to the insight they
gained about the algorithm via our study.
RELATED WORK

Many areas of research have examined invisible processes
and how people react to them. Cognitive science and human
factors researchers study the mental models people create and
cognitive structures that develop when interacting with hidden processes of machines and technology [30]. To find new
design ideas, designers have proposed probes of people’s interactions with hidden and uncertain aspects of their lives
[12]. Related efforts exist in architecture and urban planning,
studying how people perceive and navigate urban landscapes.
This work helps designers to gain insight for good urban design [25]. Finally, time and motion studies observe people
conducting a task and extract any hidden patterns to find the
most productive way to complete it [14]. Studies dealing
with hidden or invisible components of daily life have also
addressed some aspects of social media. The invisibility of
audiences in online environments has prompted research into
the imagined audience [24], including quantifying how perceived audiences compare to actual audiences and measuring
invisible currents of attention on social media [4].
Algorithms

Algorithms, as invisible and influential pieces of daily digital
life, have become the focus of research attention. Many researchers have looked at particular types of algorithms and
argued that their effects are important but their operations
are opaque [2, 17, 35]. For example, search algorithms may
structure the scope of online information access for society,
functioning as gatekeepers and creating a politics of search
[16, 20]. Targeting of ads has been studied by researchers, arguing that the opacity of the algorithms may mask bias or discrimination in the results, such as the uneven distribution of
arrest record ads by race [39]. And ranking of journal articles
has been found to potentially result in unintended differences
in the perceived importance of scientific articles [7].
Researchers have paid particular attention to algorithms when
outputs are unexpected or when the risk exists that the algorithm might promote antisocial political, economic, geographic, racial, or other discrimination. Invisible algorithms
in health care, credit scoring and stock trading have aroused

interest in recent years [33, 38]. Other researchers have
looked at dynamic pricing and the possibility of reinforcing
biases against rural and poorer areas, which tend to have less
competition, thereby “diminish[ing] the Internet’s role as an
equalizer” [41]. Controversy over Twitter Trends and accusations of algorithmic censorship of the term #occupywallstreet
throughout the Occupy Wall Street protests led to questions
of whether a sorting algorithm can be wrong or unethical under some conditions [15]. Some researchers have even studied unexpected results in the filtering of autocompletion text,
finding some algorithms explicitly attempt to make moral
judgements, like removing terms for child pornography [8].
As a result of these concerns, some have argued that increased
algorithmic transparency would be beneficial. Designs and
recommendations have been developed to reveal the power of
algorithms to predict people’s interests and affecting their online life [11, 28]. For example, the campaign ‘digital shadow’
accesses Facebook users’ profiles with their permission to
show them how much personal information is available for
algorithms to use and how much it is worth [10].

Algorithmically Generated Feeds

The prevalence of algorithmically generated feeds in social
media such as the Facebook News Feed and the Twitter Feed
has triggered discussions about the appropriateness of the curation algorithms employed. For example, some have argued
that filtering and prioritizing stories might make some friends
vanish [34]. This vanishing effect mainly impacts business
owners who use social media as an advertising channel [5].
The profit incentive leads advertisers to find ways to keep a
story near the top of feeds longer. One of the primary methods used is reverse engineering the feed curation algorithms
to understand how they work. Reverse engineering of algorithms is sometimes used even by regular users to ensure their
stories are shown on others’ feeds [17].
While tools have been developed to show summaries of algorithmic results, to our knowledge no researchers have developed systems to reveal to users the contrast between algorithmically manipulated and neutral results. In our work, we
develop such a tool and use the Facebook News Feed curation
algorithm as an example. Launched in 2006 [36], the Facebook News Feed curation algorithm has attracted significant
attention in recent years, particularly after a recent, controversial study of emotional contagion [23]. Facebook currently
uses close to 100,000 factors to choose the best stories from
the large pool of potential stories [27]. Although Facebook
has stated it would change how it communicates updates to
the News Feed due to the large number of user requests [1],
there is still little understanding among users or anyone outside of Facebook of how the News Feed curation algorithm
works. To shed light on invisible algorithms curating social
media feeds and how they impact users, we ask the following
research questions:
RQ1. How aware are users of News Feed algorithmic manipulation and what factors are associated with this awareness?
RQ2. How do users react to their News Feeds’ curation
when shown the algorithm outputs? Given the opportunity to

personally alter the outputs, how do users’ preferred outputs
compare to the algorithm’s?
RQ3. How does the knowledge users gain through an algorithm probe tool transfer to their usage behavior?
STUDY DESIGN

In order to address the proposed research questions, we conducted a mixed-methods study consisting of three phases.
First, participants visited our laboratory and completed a
questionnaire and interview to measure algorithm awareness.
At this time, we also collected participants’ network size,
NewsFeed stories and friends’ stories to populate an interface
for the next phase. Second, during the same visit, participants used an application to visualize the algorithm outputs,
and we used a long form open-ended interview to discuss
them. Third, we e-mailed participants two-six months later
to ask closed- and open-ended questions to evaluate the consequences of any insight gained by observing the algorithm
outputs. All in-person interviews were audio recorded and
transcribed for analysis.
Pre-Assessment: Testing Algorithm Awareness

In the begining of the study, the participants answered a demographic questionnaire including measures of their social
media use. To assess their familiarity with the algorithm, we
asked a combination of open- and closed-ended behavioral,
knowledge, and attitude questions whose answers likely depend upon their awareness of the algorithm. First, we asked
if and how they used Facebook settings to adjust the content
on their News Feed (including sorting the stories of News
Feed based by recency or top stories, hiding a story, following or unfollowing friends and making Facebook lists). Next,
we asked them to imagine they had a ‘friend,’ Sarah, and she
shared a public story visible on her wall to all her friends.
We asked them whether this story would appear in their own
News Feed. In addition, we asked whether they missed any
stories that they would have preferred to see in their News
Feed. If they answered affirmatively, we probed further to
understand their reasoning for why they may have missed
a story; for instance, whether they thought missing a story
would be a result of their own actions such as scrolling past it
quickly or they considered the existence of a filtering process
as a possible reason. During this pre-assessment, we asked
participants to use their Facebook accounts to log into our
Facebook application, FeedVis. FeedVis then extracted and
collected the participant’s network size, News Feed and their
friends’ public stories. The News Feed and friends’ stories
were used to generate a series of alternate views for the feed;
the network size was used to explore associations with algorithm awareness.
Main Interview: Algorithm Outputs Disclosure

After understanding the participants’ existing knowledge, we
presented a series of FeedVis NewsFeed views. Paging
through these views revealed some algorithm outputs to the
participants and made them aware of the News Feed’s algorithmic curation, if they were not aware already. As extracting
all stories from all friends is processing-intensive, we limited
the time period of the stories collected to one week or less
depending on the number of the user’s friends. We described

four FeedVis views of their feed to the participants: The Content View, Friend View, Friend Rearrangement and Content
Rearrangement Views.
Feedvis Content View: Revealing Content Filtering

The content that the Facebook algorithm shows a user is chosen from the universe of all stories contributed by the people
and pages that a user follows. In the first view, we aimed to
show the user this universe of potential content, highlighting
content that was not chosen for display. This view helped
the user compare what they saw and what they might have
seen in the absence of a filter, or with a different one. The
Content View consisted of two columns (Figure 1). The right
column, ‘Shown stories,’ displayed only the stories shown on
the user’s News Feed. These stories were shown with a blue
background. The left column, called ‘All stories,’ showed
every story from all the users’ friends and all the pages the
user follows. In this column, stories which did appear in the
user’s News Feed were again shown on a blue background,
while stories which did not appear in their News Feed were
shown on a white background. To create this column, we extracted all viewable stories from the page of each of the participant’s friends and checked the information provided by
the Facebook API to determine whether it appeared in our
participant’s News Feed or not.

Figure 1. Content View. Shown stories (in blue) occur across both
columns, while the hidden stories (in white) appear only in the left column as ‘holes’ in News Feed.

FeedVis Friend View: Revealing Social Patterns

In addition to affecting the display of content, the Facebook
algorithm could affect how a participant’s friends are perceived by altering the frequency with which they appear in the
feed. We built a visualization, Friend View, to help the user
understand whose stories appeared and whose were hidden
in their News Feed. This view divided the users friends into
three categories based on the proportion of each friends stories that had appeared in the users News Feed during the previous week: ‘rarely shown’, ‘sometimes shown’, and ‘mostly
shown’ friends (Figure 2).
FeedVis Friend & Friend Rearrangement Views: Envisioning
a Different Algorithm

After exploring the algorithm outputs, we wanted to gauge
participants’ desire to change those outputs. Therefore, we
created two new views that invited participants to “tweak”
their algorithm. One allowed for adjustment based on authorship of stories, and the other invited manual filtering based

To understand the impact of revealing the hidden aspects
of the algorithm, we contacted participants via e-mail two
months after conducting the study. First, we asked them
whether participation in the study resulted in more, less or
no change in their satisfaction with the Facebook News Feed.
Then we asked them whether and how they changed their
Facebook usage behavior after visiting the lab.
Participants
Figure 2. Friend View. ‘Rarely shown’ includes friends whose stories
were mostly hidden (0%-10%) from the user. ‘Sometimes shown’ includes friends who had around half of their posts (45%-55%) shown to
the user. ‘Mostly shown’ includes those friends whose stories were almost never filtered out (90%-100%) for the user. The number of the
shown stories are displayed above the x-axis and the number of hidden
stories are below the x-axis. Expand button adds more friends to each
category, shown under the chart.

Figure 3. Friend Rearrangement View. User can move friends between
the categories by changing the color of a friend to the destination category’s color.

on the content of stories. The former, Friend Rearrangement View (Figure 3), presented a list of friends according
to the same three categories described above, and invited reassignment of friends to different categories. The latter, Content Rearrangement view (Figure 4), selected ten seen posts
and ten unseen posts at random, inviting users to indicate for
each post whether they would have preferred a more or less
restrictive filter. The lab portion of this study, including the
pre-assessment, lasted from one to three hours per participant.

We used modified quota sampling to obtain a non-probability
sample that is roughly representative of the US population on
four dimensions. The national proportions for gender, age,
race/ethnicity and socioeconomic status were used as quota
targets for recruitment and selection in a Midwestern city.
Quotas required an elaborate recruitment strategy including
posters in varied public places, e-mails to local online communities and civic organizations, and posts on Facebook. We
recruited 40 participants consisting of five students, two faculty members and 14 staff from a large Midwestern university
and 19 people with other occupations such as homemakers,
delivery persons, servers, bartenders, artisans, performers and
writers. Participants received $10/hour for the pre-assessment
and main interview; participation in the post-assessment entered them in a lottery for a $50 gift card. The original sample
was 60% women and ranged between 18 and 64 years old.
68% of the participants were Caucasian, 15% were Asian and
the African-American, Hispanic and Native American participants were nearly equally distributed. Approximately half
of the participants’ annual income was less than $50,000 and
the rest were between $50,000 and $150,000. Our participants are typical of Facebook users in terms of age, gender,
race and income [37, 3].
Data Analysis

To organize and conceptualize the main themes discussed by
the participants, two researchers used line-by-line open coding to label the pre-assessment, main interview, and postassessment data under primary categories and subcategories.
We used Nvivo [31] to map the interviewees’ statements to
these categories. Through a collaborative, iterative process,
we revised these categories to agreement, then used axial coding to extract the relationships between themes. To further
explore our data, we used statistical analysis to support our
qualitative findings. For clarity, details of this analysis will
be presented later in the paper.
RESULTS
Awareness of the Algorithm (RQ1)

Figure 4. Content Rearrangement View. User can move a story from its
original category to the other by clicking the button beside each story.

Post-Assessment: Evaluating Algorithm Outputs Revelation

Surprisingly, the majority of the participants (62.5%) were
not aware of the algorithm’s existence. When asked whether
the public story of their ‘friend’, Sarah, would definitely be
shown in their News Feed, they answered affirmatively: “I
bet it would be on my News Feed. I probably would catch
[it] at some point during the day.” (P30). In their opinion,
missing a public story was due to their own actions, rather
than to those of Facebook. Importantly, these participants felt
that they missed friends’ stories because they were not observing News Feed constantly or carefully. This was either
by scrolling the News Feed too quickly or visiting Facebook
too infrequently. They believed if they “wanna go back to [a

missed story], it’s accessible” (P39) in their News Feed. We
refer to this majority as the ‘Unaware’ participants.
The rest of the participants (37.5% ) knew that their News
Feed was filtered. When answering the question about
Sarah’s story, they stated that a friend’s story might not appear in their News Feed due to a filtering process: “I don’t
think everything is supposed to be there. I mean I don’t think
the News Feed shows everything that everyone puts on Facebook. It’s just certain things.” (P22). As a result of their
knowledge, these participants stated that they might miss a
story because of the Facebook algorithm in addition to their
own actions. We refer to them as the ‘Aware’ participants.
Paths to Awareness

We investigated Aware participants’ responses further to understand how they became aware of their News Feed manipulation when so many others did not. Three participants
learned of the algorithm’s existence from external sources
such as other people and news articles. However, most Aware
participants stated they gained knowledge about the algorithm
themselves via one of two common paths: inductively comparing feeds vs. deductively considering network size.
Inductively Comparing Feeds: Most Aware participants
(n=12) mentioned that they compared which friends’ stories
appeared in their News Feed with other users. Noticing the
discrepancy between the number of displayed stories from
those friends, they felt they were seeing some friends’ stories
much more than the others. This observed difference suggested to them the possibility of the existence of a News Feed
filtering process: “I have like 900 and some friends and I feel
like I only see 30 of them in my News Feed. So I know that
there’s something going on, I just don’t know what it is exactly.” (P26). We asked these participants for greater detail to
understand how and why they had noticed these differences.
Most had observed that interacting with a friend (e.g. visiting their page, liking and commenting on their stories) often
resulted in more stories from that friend in their News Feed.
A few compared their News Feed to their friends’ pages and
found that stories were missing.
Deductively Considering Network Size: Seven Aware participants believed a filtering process must logically be part of
the News Feed curation by necessity, since “there’s too much
material in general on Facebook.” (P22). They argued that
as the number of friends that people have on Facebook increases, there should be “some way that filters out those [stories] that you may not be as interested in.” (P31). These
participants thought of the algorithm as a basic and even obvious element in curating News Feeds that must exist in order
to avoid overwhelming readers.
Although there were many avenues towards algorithm awareness, more than half of the participants were unaware of the
algorithm’s existence. This raises questions about their unawareness: While all the participants were exposed to the
algorithm outputs, why were the majority not aware of the
algorithm? Were there any differences in Facebook usage associated with being aware or unaware of News Feed manipulation? The following section answers these questions.
Connecting Exposure and Engagement to Awareness

To address the above questions, we investigated the participants’ Facebook usage behavior. Some participants engaged
with the algorithm outputs provided for them passively by,
for instance, scrolling the News Feed and reading the stories
as they appeared. On the other hand, some participants engaged with the algorithm outputs actively by, for example,
adjusting their News Feed content using the settings Facebook provided. To understand whether this difference in engagement with the algorithm outputs was associated with algorithm awareness and to identify features related to these
engagement patterns, we turned to a combination of our interview data and the data we extracted from each participant’s
Facebook. We identified three passive and four active engagement features. Each of these features were either mentioned
by the participants or found in their Facebook data.
Passive Engagement: We identified several features that are
likely to be related to awareness of the algorithm, but that
may not imply any intentional activity by the user or could
involve circumstances that are out of their control. These include: Membership duration; the number of years a user has
been a member of Facebook. Shown content percentage; the
ratio of the number of stories in a user’s News Feed to the
number of all the potential stories that could have appeared
in an unfiltered News Feed. A smaller shown content percentage means overall the user would expect to read fewer
stories from any friend. Friendship network size; the number
of Facebook friends. Network size can be grown actively or
passively — for example by responding to friend requests initiated by others — and it may reflect social behavior outside
of Facebook (such as actual friendships) rather than decisions
related to the platform. Network size is related to algorithm
awareness because the limited space in the News Feed causes
a greater proportion of potential stories to be filtered by the
algorithm when the network is large1 .
Active Engagement: We then identified several features that
are related to awareness of the algorithm and are more likely
to also indicate platform- or algorithm-related intentional behavior. They are: Usage frequency, the number of times per
day a participant uses Facebook. Frequent users are more
prone to active engagement with the algorithm outputs. They
exploring more spaces on Facebook (such as options and settings screens) and are more likely to comparing different aspects of feeds with each other. Activity level, a categorization of users as listeners (mostly reading News Feed without
posting a story), light posters (posting stories occasionally),
or heavy posters (posting stories frequently) based on survey
and interview replies. A light or heavy poster is more actively
engaged with algorithm outcomes than a listener because they
receive feedback and attention (likes and comments) to their
stories and this affects the algorithm’s behavior. This makes
a potential filtering process more salient. News Feed content adjustment, whether a participant uses settings to control
what they see in their News Feed. Sorting stories based on
the importance, following a friend, hiding a story and making lists are some examples of these settings. Using each of
these options make a user more actively engaged with the algorithm outputs because they are trying to change those out1
We found friendship network size and shown content percentage
have a significant negative correlation; r = -0.44, p = 0.005

comes. Facebook page/group management, whether a user is
involved in managing a Facebook page or group. This suggests familiarity with Facebook analytics (information that
shows a page manager how many people see a page’s story,
revealing the existence of a filtering process).
We used open coding to find and compare engagement patterns between the Aware and Unaware participants using
these features. We then used statistical methods to support
our qualitative analysis. For numerical features, we conducted Welch’s test to avoid unequal sample size and variance side effects between the Aware and Unaware groups.
For categorical features, we used Chi-square tests. We then
ran Fisher’s exact test to confirm the Chi-square results and
avoid possible effects due to small sample size.
We found a significant difference between the Aware and Unaware groups for all of the active engagement features by
both thematic and statistical analysis (Table 1). In terms of
usage frequency, we found that all the participants who had
high usage frequency (more than 20 times in a day) were
aware of algorithmic manipulation. Statistical analysis supported this finding by showing significant difference in usage frequency between the Aware (M=27.18, SD=33.8) and
Unaware participants (M=6.92, SD=5.79). These frequent
users used Facebook “all day” (P21), they were “constantly
logged in” (P33) and looked at Facebook “too many [times]
to count” (P22). We hypothesize that spending more time on
Facebook let these participants explore more stories, features
and spaces (such as the News Feed and others’ profile pages)
than infrequent users. This exploration led to inductive feed
comparisons and consequently new knowledge about News
Feeds and the algorithm.
Table 1. Active Engagement Features
t-value§
p-value Effect size
Active Engagement
Chi-square†
0.03
0.83
Usage Frequency
-2.2§
0.03
0.46
Activity Level
8.57†
0.00
0.59
News Feed Content Adjustment
14.14†
0.04
0.32
Facebook Page/Group Management
4.23†

Unlike Unaware participants who labeled themselves posters
or listeners, all 15 Aware participants declared themselves
posters (light or heavy). In Aware participants’ discussions of
their Facebook usage, we found that the number of likes and
comments on their own stories suggested the possibility of
the existence of a filtering process. These participants found
that their popular stories were shown in their friends’ News
Feeds more often. “So I feel some of the stuff got to reach to
[a] certain threshold of comments or number of likes before
Facebook thinks that I might be interested in [it]”(P23)
All six participants who did not apply any settings to adjust
their News Feed content were unaware of algorithmic manipulation of their News Feed. Conversely, all the Aware participants tried to adjust their News Feed content by using at least
one of the options provided by Facebook. Among the participants who did not apply any changes to their News Feed,
some believed they “cannot control the News Feed [since] it’s
kind of receiving what Facebook gives [us], it’s kind of limited.” (P1). The rest in this group believed they could apply
any settings to adjust their News Feed if they were “willing

to invest the kind of time to find out how to do them.” (P3),
but they did not invest this time.
There were seven participants involved in Facebook
page/group management and all were aware of News Feed
manipulation. These participants mentioned that Facebook
provided some analytics for page/group managers such as
‘post reach’ (the number of people in whose News Feed a
page/group stories appeared) and ‘people engaged’ (the number of people who have clicked, liked, commented on or
shared a story). They stated that observing this analytic information suggested a filtering process that causes some of
their page/group stories to reach more people than the others: “[My friends] all don’t get to see everything, and I’ve
always been suspicious of [Facebook], on how they choose
who gets to see it, who doesn’t.” (P28). Consistent with theories about the construction of mental models [21, 22], we
believe these participants extended their knowledge from a
known domain (Facebook page/group) into an unknown domain (personal profile) and used the analogy between these
two domains to infer the algorithm’s existence in their personal profiles.
In contrast to the active engagement features, we did not find
any noticeable difference between the Aware and Unaware
groups in terms of the passive engagement features. This suggests that being a periodic Facebook user over many years,
having a larger friendship network, or having a smaller fraction of stories from your friends actually shown in your News
Feed is not associated with an awareness of the algorithm.
These results suggest that simple exposure to the algorithm
output is not enough to gain information about the algorithm’s
existence. To learn about an algorithm without any outside
information, active engagement is required.
Reactions to & Expectations of Algorithm Outputs (RQ2)

Once we understood the participants’ prior awareness of the
algorithm’s existence, we walked them through the FeedVis
tool. We started with the Content and Friend Views, to discover how they would react to alternative algorithm outputs.
Then we directed them to the Friend and Content Rearrangement Views, giving them the opportunity to create their desired Friend and Content Views.
Initial Reactions

Many of the Unaware participants (n=15) were initially very
surprised by how long the ‘all stories’ column was in comparison to the ‘shown stories’ column in the Content View
(Figure 1): “So do they actually hide these things from me?
Heeeeeeey! I never knew that Facebook really hid something!” (P1). One participant described it as a new concept
that she had never considered before, despite using Facebook
daily: “It’s kind of intense, it’s kind of waking up in ‘the Matrix’ in a way. I mean you have what you think as your reality
of like what they choose to show you. [...] So you think about
how much, kind of, control they have...” (P19).
Observing the algorithm outputs in FeedVis surprised some
Unaware participants (n=11) by revealing misperceptions
about their friends whose stories were not shown in the participants’ News Feed at all. For example, seven of them assumed that those friends simply did not post on Facebook. It

was through FeedVis that they discovered these friends did
indeed post. A few participants falsely believed that those
friends had left Facebook: “I know she had some family issues so I just thought she deactivated her account.” (P35).
Importantly, some participants disclosed that they had previously made inferences about their personal relationships
based on the algorithm output in Facebook’s default News
Feed view. For instance, participants mistakenly believed that
their friends intentionally chose not to show them stories because they were not close enough. Again they were surprised
to learn via FeedVis that that those hidden stories were removed by Facebook and not their friends : “I have never seen
her post anything!, and I always assumed that I wasn’t really
that close to that person so that’s fine. What the hell?!” (P3).
A few participants (n=5) were curious and began asking questions about the algorithm such as “Do they choose what they
think is the best for me to see? Based on what?” (P37). This
curiosity led them to start wondering whether “there is some
algorithm or something or some rules to choose these [hidden] things that would not appear [in News Feed].” (P1). In
contrast to Unaware participants, most of the Aware participants did not express surprise or curiosity, because of their
previous awareness of the algorithm’s existence. They did,
however, express dissatisfaction as we describe below.
Expectations

Along with surprise and curiosity, many participants, Aware
or Unaware, (n=19) expressed dissatisfaction and even anger
when missing stories were revealed to them on FeedVis because Facebook violated their expectations: “Well, I’m super
frustrated [pointing to a friend’s story], because I would actually like to see their posts.” (P3). Participants explained
that seeing an otherwise hidden story would affect their behavior toward the friend who posted it: “I think she needs
support for that; if I saw it, then I would say something [to
support her].” (P8). In the Friend View, as with the Content View, many participants (n=19) expected their network
to be categorized differently than the Facebook algorithm.
This expectation was particularly high for family members,
with many participants stating that family members should
be in the ‘mostly shown’ category: “I cannot really understand how they categorize these people. Actually this is my
brother [in ‘sometimes shown’] and actually he needs to be
here [in ‘mostly shown’].” (P1).
Along with such dissatisfaction, some participants (n=9) believed it was not Facebook’s place to decide what to show in
their News Feed: “It was sort of like someone was deciding
what I wanted to see and it kind of made me mad.” (P32).
These participants preferred to see every single story and use
“manual filtering” (P23) themselves. However, a few argued
that Facebook, as a free service, had the authority to manipulate the feed without concern for the users’ desires: “ I feel
like I’m a mouse, a little experiment on us. To me, that’s the
price I pay to be part of this free thing. It’s like we’re a part
of their experiment and I’m okay with it.” (P21).
Despite some of the frustration in their initial reactions and
expectations, more than half of the participants (n=21) became more satisfied with the algorithm over the course of the
study. Even as they first scrolled down the Content View,

many mentioned that they began to understand why Facebook hid some stories from them2 . For example, many hidden
stories were about friends’ interactions with each other (e.g.
likes, comments, happy birthday messages) that were not relevant to them: “A lot of what is filtered out are things that
don’t really pertain to me. I’m so grateful because, otherwise,
it would just clutter up what I really want to see.” (P13).
To better understand how participants’ expected outputs compared to the actual algorithm outputs, we first asked participants to move friends to their desired categories via the
Friend Rearrangement View (Figure 3). On average, participants moved 43% of their friends to another category. This
high rate of change demonstrates that the algorithm is not effectively capturing the strong feelings participants had about
which friends’ should appear in their News Feed. In the Content Rearrangement View (Figure 4), participants moved on
average 17% of their News Feed content between the ‘shown’
and ‘hidden’ categories (SD = 9%), a noticeably lower percentage than the Friend Rearrangement View. Although
many participants were initially shocked, concerned or dissatisfied with the existence of a filtering algorithm, they concluded that there were not many stories they actually wanted
to move: “Honestly I have nothing to change which I’m surprised! Because I came in like ‘Ah, they’re screwing it all!’.”
(P23). These findings suggest that while filtering is both generally needed and appreciated, a lack of awareness of the existence of this process results in concern and dissatisfaction.
Transferring FeedVis Insight to News Feed (RQ3)

During our initial discussions with Aware participants, we
found their perceptions about the algorithm already affected
their Facebook usage. Awareness of the algorithm led them to
actively manipulate their News Feed, using folk theories they
developed about how the algorithm might work. For example, those who believed interacting with their friends would
affect the number of stories seen from those friends adjusted
their interactions: “I know that if you don’t interact with people you won’t see their posts; sometimes I purposely don’t
interact with people just so that ‘hahaha, manipulating the
system’.” (P20). There were also participants who thought
the number of stories displayed was limited by the algorithm.
They believed if they unfollowed someone, “there’s always a
new person that [would] start showing up more.” (P26).
In addition to manipulating their own News Feeds, a few
Aware participants (n=4) tried to manipulate the News Feeds
of others. Participants who believed that stories with more
comments and likes would reach more people might comment
on their own stories to get into more people’s News Feeds.
One suggested “if you post a picture, without a comment, it’s
less likely to show up on your friends’ News Feed.” (P21).
This goal of affecting others’ News Feeds was observed most
among Aware participants who managed a Facebook business page. Since they saw their page followers as potential
customers, they tried to increase their number of followers.
2
As participants explored the algorithm outputs via the Content and
Friend Views, we asked them to speak aloud, describing any patterns
that might emerge. They described and revised fascinating folk theories explaining the algorithm. These theories are out of the scope
of this paper and will be discussed in later work.

While one way to increase this number is buying fake likes,
one participant argued that, due to the algorithm, this practice
might decrease their profit: “[Suppose that] I’m going to buy
more likes and all of the sudden I had 2000 more [...] But
what happens is they have a whole bunch of fake people [...]
So then if they’re sending [a story] out to 10% of the people
and if you have 2500 likes, 250 of them are getting it. But if
90% of those are fake, then fewer real people are seeing it.
So it doesn’t help you at all.” (P28).
Following Up with Participants

To understand whether exposure to the algorithm outputs during the study would prompt similar behaviors in the previously Unaware participants (or reinforce these behaviors
among the Aware participants), we contacted our participants
two to six months after the study. We asked them whether
their Facebook usage or satisfaction with the News Feed had
changed as a result of participating in our study. 30 out of 40
participants responded3 .
Usage
Most (83%) reported changes in their behavior due to participation in our study. We noted that despite coming into the
study with varying levels of awareness, both Aware and Unaware participants reported similar changes.
Manipulating the Manipulation: 21 out of the 30 who completed the follow-up (both Unaware and Aware) asserted
that they started to manipulate what they saw on Facebook,
mainly by using News Feed settings or changing their interaction with some friends. Of those who started to use News
Feed settings for the first time after the study (n=13), most
began using ‘most recent’ and ‘top stories’ options provided
by Facebook to sort stories. Most said that they “make more
of an effort to make sure [their] viewing of posts is more on
the ‘Most Recent’, as opposed to the ‘Top Stories’ option.”
(P35). A few stated that they “tend to switch up between the
‘Most Recent’ setting and the ‘Top Stories’ setting.” (P14).
10 participants changed their interaction with their friends
in order to affect the stories appearing from those friends in
their own News Feed. Some started to be “more selective
about clicking ‘like’ because it will have consequences on
what [they] see/don’t see in the future.” (P4). On the other
hand, a few participants ‘liked’ more stories than they used
to. This was particularly true if they “may not want to comment on their status but want to make sure that their posts
continue to show up in News Feed.” (P31). A few participants changed their interaction with some friends by visiting
their personal pages “so they pop up on News Feed again.”
(P11). In addition, a few who realized that they might not
see some of their friends’ stories due to the filtering process,
said they were “more likely to visit home pages for certain
friends to see if they’ve posted anything.” (P38). Finally, unfriending people in order to receive updates only from those
they were most interested in was a more drastic change some
participants mentioned.
3
We attribute this attrition rate in part to the different incentives for
participation in each part of the study. Initial lab visits were paid by
the hour, while completing the e-mail follow-up entered participants
into a lottery.

A few participants tried to make their own stories appear on
more of their friends’ News Feeds. For example, they started
to like their own posts “to give them more visibility.” (P28).
Others modified their Facebook settings to limit which people
received their stories.
Exploration: Four participants began to “play around with
Facebook a little more.” (P25). They stated that after the
study, they “went back and started experimenting a little with
the News Feed and discussing with some friends on ways to
streamline” (P10) what they were receiving in News Feed.
Some also shared “what learned from the study with others”(P18) as they felt more knowledgeable about how Facebook worked. One participant even made their friends aware
that the algorithm hid their stories from her News Feed: “I
told some friends that I was not seeing their posts.” (P36).
Decreasing Usage Frequency: Three participants used Facebook less than they had in the past. One reason was the frequent changes to the News Feed settings, including the location of ‘Most Recent’ option, leaving them frustrated with the
need to search for settings or understand their function. In an
extreme case, one participant stopped using Facebook as she
believed it was not straightforward with its users about curating the News Feed: “After the study, I stopped using Facebook because I felt the way the Feed items were curated had,
in some ways, broken the expectations between myself and
Facebook [...] By neither showing me everything nor making
their actions explicit, I felt like I was being lied to.” (P3).
Overall, participation led to more informed Facebook use,
even for those who were previously aware of the algorithm’s
existence: “It definitely made me more aware of how I was
using it.” (P20). Even the few participants who reported no
change in their usage (n=6) noted they “do feel more knowledgeable of the way [Facebook] ‘studies’ viewing preferences
and accordingly adapts News Feed” (P22) after the study.
Satisfaction
In the follow up, we also asked the participants whether participation in our study affected their satisfaction with News
Feed. The majority of the participants (n=24) who answered
this question reported the same or higher satisfaction level
with News Feed after the study. However, a few participants
(n=6) declared that their satisfaction decreased when they understood that “some updates were deliberately not shown”
(P9). They explained that worrying they might miss stories
they wanted to see made them trust News Feed less: “I’m
disappointed because I keep thinking that I might be missing
some of the updates from my friends. [..] I don’t really trust
the News Feed about giving me updates on everything I want
to know.” (P17). They also discussed that they felt “less empowered to have an optimal experience [since] the rules can
change at any time [...] which makes no promises in terms of
permanence.” (P21).
Participants who had the same or higher satisfaction level
with News Feed generally discussed how they felt more
knowledgeable about the algorithm as a result of participating. For instance, one Unaware participant stated that becoming aware of the algorithm’s existence resulted in less dissatisfaction when stories did not receive enough attention from

others: “Because I know now that not everything I post everyone else will see, I feel less snubbed when I make posts that
get minimal or no response. It feels less personal” (P38).
Another noted how understanding that Facebook hid some
stories they might not be interested in made them “more interested in checking Facebook because it does not seem as
cluttered with random information.” (P10). Overall, gaining
insight about the algorithm via FeedVis caused people to say
that they used Facebook more knowledgeably and their satisfaction level with Facebook generally remained high.
LIMITATIONS

We hope a larger sample of users will confirm the findings
of this study, and it may be useful to increase the geographic
diversity of users (a demographic we did not vary) to better match the US population. A limitation of our study also
concerns our Facebook data. The Facebook API permits 600
queries per minute. As users with hundreds of friends or stories participated, our development decisions became querylimited. Furthermore, we sometimes struggled to retrieve reliable data from Facebook, as we occasionally observed incomplete results from the Facebook API.
DISCUSSION

This study indicates the importance of research into user experiences with algorithmically curated content in social media. While developers might expect that users experience social media with algorithms in mind, we found a very different
reality. Most users were not aware of the existence of algorithmic curation despite using the Facebook News Feed an
average of ten times per day. We found that users’ awareness of the filtering algorithm is prompted partly by certain
kinds of active engagement with the algorithm outputs, like
adjusting the News Feed content via Facebook settings.
On Facebook, ignorance about the algorithm had serious consequences. Our participants used the News Feed to make
inferences about their relationships, wrongly attributing the
algorithm’s actions to be the intent of their own friends and
family. Users incorrectly concluded that they held unpopular views or were being given the cold shoulder. We are
only at the beginning of understanding the implications of
reasoning about algorithms. In the extreme case, it may be
that whenever a software developer in Mountain View adjusts
a parameter, someone somewhere suddenly starts to believe
themselves unloved.
On learning that Facebook curates the News Feed, many users
initially reacted with surprise, anger, or dissatisfaction. Notably, user satisfaction seemed lowest when users were informed that their friends were hidden. We found that people cared most about hidden people, while listings of hidden
content had less emotional valence. This implies that when
designing social networks, performing social filtering in addition to content filtering has real risks and triggers visceral
reactions.
After learning about the algorithm with FeedVis, most of the
same users who were initially upset became gradually more
satisfied with the filtering process, implying that learning
about the algorithm may be positive for opinions about the
platform. When observing the algorithm outputs, participants

recognized that the algorithm hid many stories that were not
directly related to them (e.g. others becoming friends). Although there was still hidden content our participants wished
to see, when they reflected upon how the algorithm worked,
most of them decided Facebook was “doing a pretty good job
filtering out things.” (P7). We conclude that providing an understanding of why the algorithm exists and how the system’s
results align with the user’s desires is a crucial next step when
awareness of the algorithm is triggered.
We developed the FeedVis tool to reveal to users the contrast
between algorithmically filtered and unfiltered results. This
comparison between two algorithms (“filtered” vs. “most recent” or “show everything”) created algorithmic awareness
and gives some understanding of how the algorithm works
and where it might fall short. We believe that such tools have
great potential. Tools like FeedVis could be extended to other
domains or to demonstrate the performance of more than two
algorithms. They could also be extended to allow users to
create their own curation algorithms. Related “personally developed” algorithms have been explored in the past [13], and
we argue that they will play an increasingly important role in
the increasingly personalized online world.
What other insights might we draw from our findings to inform the design of technology? Designers of all types often struggle to determine what parts of a system’s operation
should be made visible to their users. This study shows that
the decision to promote a “secret sauce” or to highlight an
otherwise hidden process is far more than marketing. Some
designers prefer systems that operate as if by magic, delivering results without muddying the user experience with the details of a complicated process. In contrast, we suggest that enabling active engagement with the process shows users that an
algorithm exists and gives them an important sense of agency
— they are not controlled by an algorithm but are a part of
one, and can have some influence on its results.
As we have suggested, our findings call on designers to consider algorithms an important factor when developing systems. As an example, consider the Twitter feed. At present,
it is an unadulterated list of tweets. But if Twitter were to introduce an algorithmically curated feed, how should it make
users aware of this change? In this scenario, we hope Twitter would consider the algorithm to be more than simply a
way to manage information — but rather a way to offer users
agency, control, and a deeper relationship with the platform
itself. Algorithmic awareness is not a topic considered by
most designers, but we believe it should be.
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